The ancient sign of the new millennium and new consciousness. It has made it’s appearance just as predicted thousands of years ago. Read the remarkable report on why the recent Pegasus discoveries are so important to you and to this world.

Second coming of universal Christ consciousness is described thusly,

*Revelation 19:11* And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him was called Faithful and True, and in righteousness he does judge and make war.

Consideration:
The only white horse in the sky is the constellation Pegasus. Therefore we should look for new activity in Pegasus as a sign.

**Discovery:**
October 20 1995, two Swiss astronomers, Didier Queloz and Michael Mayor discovered a sun star that was a twin of the sun in our solar system. Around this sun star they found an orbiting planet. This was confirmed by Geoffrey Marcy, and Paul Butler of San Francisco State University. THIS HAD NEVER HAPPENED BEFORE IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD.

THE DISCOVERY WAS 51 PEG IN THE CONSTELLATION PEGASUS. IN THE ZODIACAL SIGN AQUARIUS. BEHOLD THE ATTENTION OF THE WORLD FOR SOMETHING TOTALLY NEW, WAS NOW TURNED TO THE WHITE HORSE IN THE SKY...

PEGASUS
Just Like The Scripture Said.
Heaven Opened, and
Behold, The White Horse.

**PEGASUS THE REVELATION**
The Christian Bible refers to the White Horse which appears in the sky. Being a Greek document, one can easily understand that the Bible is referring to Pegasus. The one and only white horse whose location is the sky.
But Pegasus is not limited to the sky.
In the human body the place of memory is called “hippocampus”
The word hippocampus means sea horse.
The father of Pegasus was Poseidon the God of the Sea.

In addition, Stedmans medical dictionary defines the hippocampus of the brain as a white eminence. Thus Pegasus is the white sea horse of Revelation and the white sea horse in the sky, and in addition, the white sea horse of memory within you.

What makes this even more interesting is the fact that Pegasus was sacred to the Muses.
The mother of the Muses is Mnemosyne who is the Goddess of memory.
Pegasus which is the hippocampus of the brain responsible for memory.
Pegasus connected to Mnemosyne who is the Goddess of memory.

PEGASUS, MEMORY
THE MUSES, AND YOU!

So, Pegasus is the hippocampus of your brain. The place of memory.
But who are the Muses?
The Muses are nine entities of mythology who lived on Mt Helicon the sacred Mountain of Apollo.
Remember, these things did not physically exist.
They are symbolic references to your head, your brain.
Pegasus was connected to the Muses because he opened their fountain, (Hippocrene) on Mt. Helicon.
The Muses were
Calliope, Epic stories,
Erato Love,
Enterpe, lyric (word),
Melpomeny, tragedy,
Thalia, Comedy,
Clio history,
Urania, Astronomy,
Olyhymnia, sacred song (see the word Hymn),
Terpsichore, dance.

So the thought patterns that are part of the human psyche or consciousness that eventually manifest into the physical realms are represented by the Muses.

But there is something else to consider as we connect Pegasus and the Muses.
The word Muse means the art of meditation.

MEDITATION AND THE MOUNTAIN CALLED HELICON

The very interesting part of all of this is that the word Muse means the mind and meditation. Pegasus is the white horse that caused the fountain of the Muses to activate. This was on Mount Helicon.
Consider meditation and the spiral energy called Kundalini or the coiled serpent which rises up from the base of the spine to the Pineal Gland of the brain.

Now consider the fact that the word Helicon which is the sacred mountain of the Muses, means spiral. So Helicon the sacred mountain of the Muses is the spiral energy which rises in meditation to bring us to the place of enlightenment.

Also keep in mind that this mountain is sacred to Apollo.

Do you "remember how we showed you the Harmony of Apollo which is a geometric pattern created by the Greeks that fits perfectly over the picture of Supernova 1987A? Everything is connected in perfect harmony, within and without.

THE HAUNTING STORY OF THE WHITE HORSE

Mt. Helicon is the spiral or energy which rises through the spine in Meditation. The fact that Pegasus stimulates this activity is extremely important because this is the time of Pegasus as fulfilled by the discovery in Switzerland.
where two scientists for the first time discovered a planet orbiting a sun that was a twin of ours. This fulfilled the prophecy of Revelation. So Pegasus is a symbol of the time of new consciousness which will bring forth a whole new civilization. A new world, a new age.

PEGASUS, ZEUS AND JESUS
We have shown the connection between Pegasus and the human brain and also between Pegasus and the practice of meditation.

The Muses were born of a union between Zeus, and Mnemosyne.

Mnemosyne is the Goddess of Memory.

Zeus would ride on the back of Pegasus and hurl lightening bolts across the skies. This of course simply means that enlightenment comes from God or Zeus.

The white horse of the heavens is Pegasus and the Book of Revelation tells us that Jesus will return on a white horse.

Thus both Zeus and Jesus ride on Pegasus. And Pegasus the white horse is the hippocampus of the brain or the place of memory which allows us to understand the 2nd coming of Jesus as a renewal of the mind, a new consciousness.
Not only does the Bible say that Jesus returns on the white horse (which is Pegasus, the horse of Zeus) but it also quotes Jesus as saying that the return of the Son of Man would be as “lightening
from east to west Enlightenment from the right hemisphere to the left.
Jesus and Zeus are one and the same, both creations of the Greek mind of mythology to bring us to an understanding of ourselves and the cosmos in which we live.

JESUS ON THE WHITE HORSE
As we have discovered the hippocampus of the brain is Pegasus within us.
The white sea horse.
Also the hippocampus of the brain, is responsible for memory.
The Bible states Jesus rides on the white horse in the great second coming.
This is extremely clever Greek mythology at its best.
In the center of the hippocampus of the brain is an organ called Ammons Horn.
Another name for Ammon is Amen.
In Revelation 3:14 Jesus is called the Amen.
So indeed the Amen or Jesus rides the white horse by being attached to the hippocampus of the brain.
The 2nd coming is a restoration of memory concerning who we are, where we come from and where we are going.
Keep in mind that this myth is not talking about a man riding a white horse but a new consciousness born of the electro magnetic fields of Pegasus in the sky, and the hippocampus of the brain which is Pegasus in the human body!
Are they real or are they a hoax.
This is what was going on all over the internet.
Mr. Dore of England who is an astronomer picked up what he felt were intelligent signals from EQ Pegasi.
Another astronomer a Mr. Denton in England was able to get a fix on the signals as well.
SETI which is the group who is monitoring the universe from all over the earth was unable to pick up the signals and declared the whole thing to be a hoax.
Well there is one thing for sure.
Revelation has declared that at the time of the second coming, (which we believe to be a movement to a new consciousness), the first sign would come from the white horse which is Pegasus.
This is found in Revelation 19:11.
So hoax or no hoax this prophecy is surely being fulfilled as all eyes and ears are turning toward the white horse in the sky, Pegasus.

THE EXPLANATION
Richard Hoagland and Michael Bara of The Enterprise Mission have countered with a very logical explanation as to why others may not have found the origin of this signal.
Quite possibly the origin of the signal is not fixed on a star but moving through the universe. An entity that is in the process of deceleration as it moves toward the planet earth. It was there yesterday it is elsewhere today. Could there be entities moving toward the earth and sending out intelligent signals? Something happened about 2 years ago that may give some credibility to that assumption in light of this discussion.

Just after the two Swiss astronomers had discovered the Planet orbiting star 51 Pegasi there was an amazing article in the newspapers from the Associated Press in Washington. Before we consider that article let us consider the words from the book of Revelation.

Revelation19:11 And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him was called Faithful and True.

Ok. Now consider that this is the first sign. This is the first signal.

Hoagland and Bara state that quite possibly the signal is coming from a moving entity. Let us then consider this scripture.

Revelation19:14 And the armies which were in heaven followed him upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white and clean

Shortly after the discovery of the Planet orbiting 51 Pegasi there was an article in the newspaper which is datelined Associated Press, Washington DC.

The Headline Was:
HUBBLE FINDS POSSIBLE EVIDENCE OF BLACK HOLE AMID PEGASUS.

Let me show you what I consider to be support for the theory of Hoagland and Bara about the moving object sending the signals which was picked up by Mr Dore.

The Associated Press article reads as follows.

“Peering deeply into a spot seen from Earth as a single blur of light, the Hubble Space Telescope has discovered either a black hole in our galaxy or an equal rarity thousands of stars rushing toward the core of a globular cluster.

Like bees swarming to their hive is how the Space Telescope Science Institute yesterday described the stars convergence.

The area is an ancient globular cluster known to astronomers as M15, about 37,000 light years away in the constellation Pegasus.

Spectra cannot tell us how far the stars are moving whether they are moving toward us or away from us.”

ARMIES ON WHITE HORSES

What really is exciting to me is not only do we have the scripture telling us to look to Pegasus but the same scripture tells us about armies following on white horses and science then discovers thousands of stars possibly rushing toward the earth.

But what if these are not stars.

What if these are the entities who will be bringing forth this new age of consciousness upon the earth.

From Pegasus they come.
And as Hoagland and Bara said, moving and decelerating on their descent. It certainly requires all of us not only to consider this in light of the scriptures but indeed to find our connection through the Pegasus in the brain which is the hippocampus. That we may be in harmony as an angle of light which will cause an arc in brain receptors to prepare us for this new time. The Arc Angle is yours.

Source: http://www.hiddenmeanings.com/pegasus.html